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Abstract: In recent years，the use of terrestrial laser scanning ( TLS) technique in engineering surveys
is gaining an increasing interest due to the advantages of non-contact，rapidity，high accuracy，and
large scale． Millions of accurate 3D points ( mm level accuracy ) can be delivered by this technique
with a high point density in a short time ( up to 1 million points per second) ，which makes it a poten-
tial technique for large scale applications in engineering environments such as tunnels，bridges，and
heritage buildings． Tunnels，in particular those with long lengths，create great challenges for surveyors
to obtain the satisfactory scanned data． This paper presents a short history of TLS techniques used for
tunnels． A general overview of TLS techniques is given，followed by a review of several applications
of TLS for tunnels． These applications are classified as: detecting geological features of drilling tun-
nels，monitoring the geometry of tunnels during excavation，making deformation measurements，and
extracting features． The review emphasizes how TLS techniques can be used to measure various aspects
of tunnels． It is clear that TLS techniques are not yet a common tool for tunnel investigations，but there
is still a huge potential to excavate．
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1 Introduction

In recent years，the use of terrestrial laser scanning
technique in engineering surveys is gaining an increas-
ing interest due to the advantages of non-contact，ra-
pidity，high accuracy and large scale． This technique
delivers millions of accurate 3D points ( mm level ac-

curacy ) with a very high point density in a short time
( up to 1 million points per second) ，which makes it a
valuable alternative or complementary technique for
classical topographical measurements based on total
station or digital photogrammetry． The terrestrial laser
scanning can still deliver very accurate points even in
the situations where other topographical techniques are
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difficult or impossible to use．
The digital photogrammetry is inapplicable under

some extreme conditions，such as the drilling tunnels，
but the laser scanning is applicable in these complex
situations． The measurement with a total station is al-
so an option，but the advantage of the laser scanning
is obvious: instead of focusing on the rather limited
number of specified points，the laser scanning delivers
millions of 3D points in a complete monitored tunnel
section．

Ｒecently，the improvements of this technique re-
garding the speed，accuracy，software algorithms，
and the fall in price have introduced a high potential
of large scale applications in highly demanding engi-
neering environments such as tunnels，bridges，and
heritage buildings． Tunnels，in particular those with
long lengths，create great challenges for surveyors due
to difficulty to obtain the satisfactory geometry of the
scanned data．
The high resolution point clouds provided by laser

scanning techniques have several applications in con-
struction of tunnels ( Decker and Dove 2008; Fekete
et al． 2010; Fekete and Diederichs 2013; Ｒoca-Pardias
et al． 2014) ，such as construction survey of tunnels
( Kong and Ou 2013 ) ，extraction of cross-section
( Han et al． 2013) or feature line ( Yoon et al． 2009)

of tunnels，and deformation measurement of tunnels
( Gordon and Lichti 2007; Han et al． 2013b) ．

2 Terrestrial laser scanning

2.1 LiDAR techniques

The core technology of the terrestrial laser scanning is
the LiDAＲ technique，which is used to obtain the dis-
tance of each object point from the lens． The acronym
LiDAＲ stands for light detection and ranging． The la-
ser system produces and emits a beam ( or a pulse se-
ries) of highly collimated，directional，coherent，and
in-phase electromagnetic radiation． When the light re-
flected by the surface of an object is received，the
system can calculate the range by the flight time and
acquire the reflectivity of the surface． Fig． 1 shows
one example of the laser scanners，and Fig． 2 illus-
trates the principle of the laser scanning technique．
There are two different methods of range determination:

phase and pulse ( Jaboyedoff et al． 2012) ． The former is
more accurate in range but suffers from a limited range．
Alternatively，the latter can measure in a greater range．
Therefore，the latter is implemented in most TLS used
for the measurement of civil construction．

Fig． 1 An example of laser scanner

Fig． 2 Principles of laser scanner data acquisition

2.2 Measurement principle

A laser scanner consists of a transmitter / receiver of
the laser beams，a scanning device and a timing de-
vice ( Fig． 2) ． The scanner sends out laser pulses then
receives and records the reflected signals． The timing
device measures the time of flight ( Δt) ，with which
the scanner can compute the distance d

d = cΔt
2 ( 1)

where c stands for light speed．
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Knowing the direction and the angle of the light
( cos( α) ，cos ( β ) ，cos( γ) ) allows determining the
relative position ( x，y，z) of a reflective surface to the
device．

x = dcos( α)
y = dcos( β)
z = dcos( γ{

)
( 2)

2.3 Accuracy, resolution, and point density

The typical accuracy of a laser instrument is ± 4 mm，
within the maximum distance of about 300 m． Never-
theless，the instrumental accuracy is usually lower in
practical applications due to unfavorable conditions

such as bad weather conditions ( rain or fog ) ，very
low reflectivity of the object surfaces，and very bright
ambient conditions，etc．
The resolution of the laser scanner usually declines

with the distance due to the laser beam divergence．
For example， the laser's spot dimension of the
HDS6100 ( one type of laser scanner) increases 3 mm
when the distance increases 50 m． The details are lis-
ted in Tab． 1．
Ｒegardless of the increasing of the laser's spot di-

mension，the scanner records the center of the spot as
a point; therefore，the point density is lower than
1 mm even in the maximum distance．

Tab． 1 Comparison between two laser scanners

Scanner type Lecia scan station 2 Lecia HDS6100

Scan method Pulse Phase

Ｒange 1-300 m 1-79 m

Speed 50000 point per second 500000 point per second

Ｒesolution 6 mm /50 m 3 mm /50 m

2.4 Registration of point cloud

To obtain a 3D model of a construction，the scanner
must scan in different positions． The several point
clouds acquired from different positions require regis-
tration to constitute the entire 3D model． The typical
method is to place some targets that can be recognized
by the scanner before scanning． The scanner can mark
the targets as specific points and we can register dif-
ferent point clouds with the targets they share．

2.5 Short overview

TLS appeared at the end of the 1990s ( Heritage and
Large 2009 ) ． This instrument is an evolution of the
electronic distance meter ( EDM ) and total station，

which benefits a lot from the earlier airborne laser
scanning developments． In recent years，the terrestrial
laser scanning technique has experienced great ad-
vances，which has been successfully applied in a
number of diverse fields such as restoration and con-
servation of historical buildings ( Fort-González et al．
2002; Herrera et al． 2009; Weritz et al． 2009; Ｒiv-
eiro et al． 2011) ，monitoring and modelling of geog-

raphy ( Derron and Jaboyedoff 2010 ) ，measurement
of civil constructions ( González-Aguilera et al．
2008; Qiu and Gao 2010; Ｒeveiro et al． 2012) ，de-
formation monitoring ( Tsakiri et al． 2006; Monserrat
and Crosetto 2008) ，and mapping of 3D city models
( Pu and Vosselman 2006) ．
The measurements of tunnels were discussed in the

beginning of 2000s ( Schulz and Ingensand 2004 ) ，
and were first performed in 2006 for drilling tunnels
( Lemy et al． 2006 ) and as-built tunnels ( Van Gos-
liga et al． 2006) ．

3 Applications of laser scanning in tunnelling

In order to ensure safety，long term stability，and
quality control in modern tunnelling operations，the
acquisition of geotechnical information about encoun-
tered rock conditions and detailed installed support in-
formation are required． The limited space and time in
an operational tunnel environment make the acquiring
data challenging． The laser scanning in a tunnelling
environment，however，shows a great potential．

The first study of excavating tunnel was proposed
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by Lemy et al． ( 2006 ) ． In this study，as shown in
Fig． 3，Lemy et al． ( 2006) used a laser scanner to ac-
quire the 3D data of an excavation surface in a tunnel．
The displacement of excavation surface is determined
by comparing the point clouds obtained at different
times．

Fig． 3 Laser scanning of excavation surface of tunnel

The study showed that the laser scanning is a prom-
ising technique with a great potential to be used for
the collection of data required for the excavation of
tunnels． The use of laser scanners allows for effective
management of time and access constraints encoun-
tered typically during rock engineering projects since
it quickly provides a realistic and permanent represen-
tation of excavation surfaces． Moreover，it requires
only a reduced number of physical targets to be in-
stalled for data referencing purposes． Hence，it is par-
ticularly well adapted to the study of inaccessible and
unstable surfaces as mapping，which can be carried
out at any time from a safe location regardless of
lighting conditions．

In 2009，Fekete et al． used laser scanning tech-
niques in some projects of drill and blast tunnels in
Oslo． Fekete et al． obtained detailed rockmass and
excavation information without costly delay or disrup-
tion of the construction workflow ． With the data they
did some useful operational applications: support
evaluation，scaling assessment，potential leakage map-
ping，analysis of structurally controlled overbreak，
structural discontinuity evaluation，discontinuity spac-
ing and 3D models，surface characterization，identifi-
cation of discrete，and textural geological features．

In 2010，Fekete et al． proposed another application
of the laser scanning for stability analysis of tunnels in
blocky rockmass． In this study，the laser scan data
was used to create block models of the rockmass
( Fig． 4) ，which improved the excavation of the tun-
nel by showing the undercut and overcut． Moreover，
a workflow was designed for integrating the laser
scanning data into geotechnical tunnel analyses．

Fig． 4 Block model of rockmass

In their work，they focused more on the geologic
situations of tunnels． While in the research of Gikas
( 2012) in Greece，he paid more attention to the ge-
ometry of tunnels． At first，Gikas stated the coordi-
nate system : the z-axis defines the direction of local
vertical，the y-axis lies on the horizontal plane point-
ing towards the magnetic north，and the x-axis com-
pletes the right handed orthogonal coordinate system．
With this coordinate system，accurate and reliable co-
ordinate transformations can be used for the point
cloud registration．

Instead of mapping the geological features of a tun-
nel，Gikas aimed at profile and volume computations，
which required a larger scanning range and the less
point cloud resolution． Thereby，he made the scan lo-
cations more sparsely，which led to the faster acquisi-
tion time together with the less data volume． No mat-
ter how far the two adjacent scan locations are，they
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are planned to overlap． In this regard，the points ly-
ing within the overlapped area are used to stitch the
individual scan areas together to form a continuous 3D
scan image．

When the scan locations are stated，some special
targets are placed in the overlap area． The coordinates
of these targets are known in the coordinate system，
with which the point clouds can be transformed to the
absolute position． With the point clouds data，Gikas
presented three example applications in the geometric
documentations of tunnels: the tunnel surface docu-
mentations including the information at the excavation
face，cross-section and volume calculations during
support measure operations，and a geometric docu-
mentation of the metal arch formwork．

In these studies，the potential and applications of
the laser scanning technology for collecting high-fidel-
ity data to support tunnel construction activities have
been thoroughly examined． The capability of the laser
scanning to provide a precise and accurate 3D map-
ping of the excavation site enables the construction to
be more transparent，faster，and more reliable com-
pared to the data obtained from traditional surveying
approaches． Also，this capability benefits the tunnel
engineers for the better understanding and controlling
the various issues ( geological，structural，etc． ) ari-
sing during construction．

4 Applications of laser scanning in as-built tunnels

The surveying and mapping of tunnels are crucial for
the optimal use after construction and in routine in-
spections． Most of these applications focus on the ge-
ometric information of the tunnels extracted from the
laser scanning data． Two kinds of applications are
widely discussed: deformation measurement and fea-
ture extraction． Several representative applications are
shown below ．

4.1 Deformationmeasurement

The traditional deformation measurement in an under-
ground environment is performed with a series of per-
manent control points installed around the profile of
an excavation，which is unsuitable for a global con-
sideration of the investigated area ( Nuttens et al．

2012) ． Using laser scanning for deformation analysis
provides many benefits as compared to traditional mo-
nitoring techniques． The change in profile is able to
be fully characterized and the areas of the anomalous
movement can easily be separated from overall trends
due to the high density of the point cloud data． Fur-
thermore，monitoring with a laser scanner does not re-
quire the permanent installation of control points，
therefore the monitoring can be completed more
quickly after excavation，and the scanning is non-con-
tact，hence，no damage is done during the installation
of temporary control points．
The main drawback of using laser scanning for de-

formation monitoring is that the point accuracy of the
original data is generally the same magnitude as the
smallest level of deformations that are to be meas-
ured． To overcome this，statistical techniques and
three dimensional picture processing techniques for the
point clouds must be developed．

The feasibility of the tunnel deformation monitoring
using TLS was firstly discussed by Lindenbergh et al．
( 2005) ． In his study，the accuracy of one newest la-
ser scanner，Lecia HDS3000，was tested． The analy-
sis of the accuracy demonstrates that it is possible to
design a measurement device in which the deforma-
tions need to be monitored．

The first investigation of deformation analysis of
tunnels with the laser scanning was performed in 2006
( Van Gosliga et al． 2006 ) ． In the work，Van Gos-
liga et al． suggested the method of cylinder fitting for
the deformation analysis of tunnels．

Before deformation analysis，the tunnel model is
fitted to a point cloud consisting of several registered
terrestrial laser scans using a linear iterative least
square approach，which results in approximately opti-
mal values for the tunnel model ( Fig． 5) ．

The deformation analysis consists of two parts: the
first part is comparing the tunnel data in some epoch
with a designed model． The second part is to test
whether the deformation occurred between two epochs
of tunnel measurements．
The comparing processes are simple． First，it trans-

forms the points cloud ( x，y，z ) into a cylindrical co-
ordinate system ( ρ，，z) as shown in Fig． 6．
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Fig． 5 Deformation detection

Fig． 6 Cylindrical coordinate

ρ = x2 + y槡 2

 = arctan( y /x){
z = z

( 3)

In this way，the all deformations occur along the
range coordinate． Second，the value of ρ at location
( z，) is obtained by averaging all observations with-
in a grid cell

( z0 － Δz，z0 + Δz) × ( 0 － Δ，0 + Δ)
Third，the difference of the range coordinate be-

tween two epochs in the same grid point is deter-
mined． At last，the deformation points are tested by a
stability test to remove the measurement noise．
Lindenbergh et al． ( 2009) made an attempt at the

accuracy and precision in a millimeter level in quantif-
ying deformation． This work presented two major
steps towards obtaining sub-noise level accuracy in
surveying applications using the terrestrial laser scan
data． The first step aimed at obtaining a point cloud
of the optimal quality for each measurement epoch．
The second step consists of an adjustment and a tes-
ting procedure that identifies deformation by gaining

benefits from both data redundancy and individual
point quality．
There are some other studies on tunnel deformation

analysis using LiDAＲ technique ( Vezocnik et al．
2009; Nuttens et al． 2010; Delaloye et al． 2012; Wal-
ton et al． 2014) ，most of their methods fit the tunnel
to a typical geometric model ( e． g． circular cylinder，
elliptic cylinder，or a more complex model that fol-
lows the ideal design plan) ． It is easier to conduct the
deformation analysis using these parameterized mod-
els，but some details may be neglected during the
modeling process．
Han et al． ( 2013a) presented an efficient approach

for the deformation detection． First，the 2D tunnel
profile geometry is extracted from the raw laser scan-
ning data． Then by applying a minimum distance pro-
jection ( MDP) algorithm，point correspondences are
established so that the deformation signals along the
given profile can be immediately identified． Based on
the results of the simulation and a real case study of a
highway tunnel，this approach is proven to be an effi-
cient and accurate solution for monitoring tunnel de-
formations． However，the benefits of the 3D data
have not been fully exposed．

Han et al． ( 2013b) improved the technique to a
real 3D approach which detected the 3D deformation
directly from the point clouds． The associated uncer-
tainties could be reduced by avoiding the 3D to 2D
profile projection． The MDP algorithm was then esti-
mated directly using 3D dispersed point clouds so that
any deformation signal along the entire tunnel surface
can be immediately identified． Furthermore，a rigor-
ous covariance propagation approach was introduced
to provide explicit quality indications on the obtained
solution．
In this approach，the point correspondence between

the points on the reference ( non-deformed) and de-
formed surfaces is established by the MDP algorithm
directly from the 3D datasets． First，a point k on the
deformed surface is selected． Its distance to all points
on the reference surface is computed to find the nea-
rest three points ( k'

1，k'
2，k'

3 ) to the point k． Then the
coordinates of the projected point k'，on the reference
surface， can be computed using the following
equations
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xk' = xk －
an( k － k'

1 )

a2 + b2 + c2
( 4)

yk' = yk －
bn( k － k'

1 )

a2 + b2 + c2
( 5)

z k' = z k －
cn( k － k'

1 )

a2 + b2 + c2
( 6)

The vector n stands for the face normal of the plane
formed by the three points k'1，k'2，k'3． The parameters a，
b，and c are the orthogonal coordinates of the vector n．

n = ( a，b，c ) = ( k'
2 － k'

1 ) × ( k'
3 － k'

1 ) ( 7)

The projected point k' on the reference surface
should have a minimum distance to point k and is re-
garded as the most probable correspondence point of
k． Finally，the MDP distance representing the spatial
displacement of point k can be computed by

SMDP = ( xk' － xk )
2 + ( yk' － yk )

2 + ( zk' － zk )槡 2 ( 8)

The deformation signals along the entire surface can
be obtained if every point on the deformed surface is
processed，see Fig． 7．

Fig． 7 Illustration of MDP algorithm

A real case analysis using this approach was per-
formed in a highway tunnel in Taiwan． This fast and
automatic approach was easy to implement with fewer
analysis steps and less quality loss compared with the
earlier approaches． Furthermore，this approach is a
surface-based analysis that determines both the magni-
tude and distribution of the deformation signals，which
enables a comprehensive evaluation of tunnel dynamics．

The laser scanning technique has a great potential in
deformation measurement of tunnels，but the compu-
tational burden of analyzing millions or billions of 3D
points costs more time than the other measurement
steps． This problem can be overcome with the rapid
development of computer technology and the im-
provement of algorithms．

4.2 Feature extraction

It is necessary to extract some features of a tunnel for
the acceptance inspection and the tunnel mapping，
such as the cross-section ( Delaloye et al． 2014) ，the

centerline，and the installations like rail and pipe
( Qiu and Wu 2008) ．
The first application using the terrestrial laser scan-

ning for feature extraction was performed in 2006
( Lam 2006) ． With the point cloud from a terrestrial
laser scanner，Lam studied a workflow to survey geo-
metric tolerance of tunnels for controlling aspects of
tunnel shape and providing displacement vectors of
the finished components in construction． This study
described how to select a suitable laser scanner，the
calibration method，the procedures for acquiring sur-
vey data by instrument in the field． And it depicted
the computational algorithm of computer software
needed for registration，fusion and error analysis of
multimodality and range images，so that the point
cloud obtained by instrument was applied effectively
in assessing the various geometric tolerances of tunnel
structures in as-built surveying． The testing results
were listed in Tab． 2．
The assessment of geometric tolerances is based on
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the extraction of the tunnel profile cross-section，sur-
face form and column eccentricity． Comparing these
three features with the ideal design plan，the profile
tolerance，the form deviation and the straightness tol-
erance of a column axis are computed depending on
the requirement of the accuracy of the assessment．

Seo et al． ( 2008 ) developed a tunnel cross sec-
tion management system using the terrestrial laser
scanning，which can be practically employed for
determining the cross-section of tunnels more
promptly and accurately ． One example is shown in
Fig ． 8 ．

Tab． 2 Types and characteristics of geometric tolerances

Feature type Type of tolerance Characteristic

Individual feature Form Straightness，flatness，cylindricity

Ｒelated feature

Orientation Angularity，perpendicularity，parallelism

Location Position，concentricity

Ｒunout Circular runout，total runout

Undetermined feature Profile Line profile，surface profile

Fig． 8 Example of extracting cross-section

First， high-density 3D data was obtained in a
prompt and accurate manner using a terrestrial laser
scanner． The data processing was then conducted to
promptly determine arbitrary cross-sections at 0． 1，
0． 5，and 1． 0 m intervals． A laser scanning technique
was also used to quickly and accurately calculate the
overbreak and underbreak of each cross-section along
the entire tunnel length． As the developed system uti-
lized vast amounts of data，it was possible to prompt-
ly determine the shape of arbitrary cross-sections and
to calculate the overbreak and underbreak more accu-
rately with the higher area precision． An economic
analysis of various techniques for determining the tun-
nel cross-section revealed that this measurement sys-
tem was also outstanding from an economical perspec-
tive． It is expected，therefore，that the system will
not only enable more efficient and cost-effective tun-

nel drilling management and monitoring，but also will
provide a basis for future construction and manage-
ment of tunnel cross-sections．

Yoon et al． ( 2009 ) developed a trial model of a
laser-based tunnel scanning system to facilitate an au-
tomated tunnel inspection process． The scanning sys-
tem consists of a rotary-type laser scanner and a rail
guided vehicle to deliver the scanning data containing
x，y and z coordinates． An algorithm was studied to
extract installations on the liner and the physically
damaged parts of a tunnel liner using the geometric
and radiometric features of the scanning data． This al-
gorithm was tested and evaluated by using the scan-
ning data set from an operating railway tunnel and a
concrete box with various diameters of pipes attached
on one wall of the box． Due to the mechanical and la-
ser sensor limitations，the developed system was lim-
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ited with respect to the identification of cracks and in-
stallations． The accuracy of this system is 5 mm．

Han et al． ( 2012) developed an automated and ef-
ficient method for extraction of tunnel cross-sections
using TLS data． First，the point cloud of a tunnel was
projected onto a horizontal plane to produce a binary
image． Then the image was processed with the
boundary tracing and filling to remove the holes pro-

duced in sparsely scanned regions that were far-off-
nadir or occluded from the scanner． With a skeletoni-
zing algorithm，the object in the image was trans-
formed to a 1-pixel-thick line，which was the extrac-
tion of the centerline after vectorizing and smoothing．
Finally，as shown in Tab． 3 and Fig． 9，the cross-sec-
tions were extracted according to the points of the
centerline．

Tab． 3 Comparison of surveying and processing times min

Category
TLS

Activity Time

Total station

Activity Time

Outside scanning 45( 25 + 20) Center point selection 60

Surveying Inside scanning 85 Corss sectional surveying 255( 15 × 17 stations)

Instrument installation 60( 20 × 3 stations) Instrument installation 85( 5 × 17 stations)

Scan registration Not estimated Ｒeporting results Not estimated

2D projection to skeletonizing ＜ 1

Manual editing to vectorizing 5
Processing

Smoothing to centerline completion ＜ 1

Initial cross-sectional plane estimation to ＜ 1

Final cross-sectional production

Total 198 400

Fig． 9 Extracted cross-sections

Han et al． ( 2013) tested their method on a subway
tunnel comparing with the total station method． The
TLS method obtained 147023 points of a cross-section
in about 200 minutes，however，it took 400 minutes
to acquire 357 points of the cross-section by the total
station method． Obviously，the terrestrial laser scan-
ning had great advantages both in accuracy and speed
comparing with the total stations． And the scanning

time would certainly be improved． Overall， this
method was proved to offer the advantages of detailed
description and time savings．

Nuttens et al． ( 2014 ) introduced a methodology
for the ovalization monitoring of circular tunnels
based on the laser scanning，as shown in Fig． 10，
they implemented it in a train tunnel project in Bel-
gium． In this project，the reference measurement was
carried out immediately following construction of the
tunnel section，which consisted of three scanning po-
sitions in one section because the space was limited by
the construction equipment． The control measurement
took place in the following three months，when the
space was free and only one scanning position was
needed．
However，the processing of the laser scanning data

is formed in two parts: the extraction and the evalua-
tion of the cross-section． The former results，in a
polyline， represent the triangulated surface of the
measured tunnel and include all the measured detailed
information． In the latter，the radius values of the
cross-section are calculated and the values of the con-
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trol measurements are compared with those of the ref-
erence measurements．
This method can detect the changes of the cross-sec-

tion under millimeter． The results of such a systematic
monitoring program allow contracting engineers to val-

idate the theoretical models and to compare with the
actual behavior of large diameter shield tunnelling in
soft soil． It is highly valuable because very few meas-
urements at this early stage of a tunnel construction are
available to evaluate the performance and accuracy．

Fig． 10 Measurement and processing methodology

5 Measurement and analysis

Although there are lots of applications using the ter-
restrial laser scanning，the measurement planning is
seldom considered，and mostly limited to cost mini-
mization by scanning to the maximum range of the
scanning equipment． However，other factors besides
distances that substantially influence the accuracy of
the measurements tend not to be taken into account
when planning data capture，such as the size of the
laser footprint，the incidence angle，the scanning den-
sity，and the geometry of the tunnel itself．

Argüelles-Fraga studied the impact of the location
of the scanner，the incidence angle，the footprint size
and the scanning density on geometric verifications of
circular cross-section tunnels ( Argüelles-Fraga et al．

2013) ． He also suggested a data capture methodology
designed to optimize tunnel scanning tasks using
TLS． His methodology is based on theoretically esti-
mating the position of the laser spot on the tunnel sur-
face． The distance from the scanning position to each
point on the tunnel wall can be theoretically calculated
with the radius of the circular section，the laser scan-
ner height，the distance from the tunnel centre to the
scanner，and the laser scanner measures horizontal
and vertical angles．

Argüelles-Fraga also discussed other three factors
affecting measurement accuracy : point density，inci-
dence angle，and footprint size． Considering with
these four factors，he did an approach to determine
the distance and angular intervals which yield a spe-
cific accuracy for a minimum scan time． In order to
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validate his method，a simulated tunnel scan and real
tunnel scan were carried out． The results visually
showed the influence of the factors above on the scan
accuracy． In other words，tunnel geometry，scanner
position， scanning density， incidence angle， and
footprint size are closely related factors that could af-
fect the results of the measurements．
Pejic ( 2013 ) gave an optimal solution for survey-

ing tunnel geometry using the laser scanning technolo-
gy to reliably inspect railway tunnels and create as-
built documentation． This methodology provides the
optimization of scanning parameters，scans registra-
tion，georeferencing approach，and the survey control
network design． The maximal size of the scanner
shifting along the tunnel alignment is primarily condi-
tioned by the factors including the incidence angle of
the laser beam and the point density distribution． Pejic
introduced the so-called arbitrary georeferencing ap-
proach in the long tunnel scanning that controlled the
point cloud geometric distortions to the required limits
and contributed to time and material resources sav-
ings． The optimal design of the survey control net-
work ensures the required positional accuracy and the
reliability of the measurements，together with a cost
effective approach to the tunnel surveying．
This method was tested by the empirical results of

the modelling and profiling of 12 tunnels in a single
track railway． The lengths of these tunnels were from
60 m to 1260 m，with a total length of 3． 5 km． Due
to the specific geometry of the case study tunnels，the
maximal favorable laser incidence angle was 78° with
a distance of 13 m，and consequently the optimal size
of the scanner shifting along the tunnel alignment was
26 m． The survey control network was designed with
the condition that the optimal reliability factors were
within the required limits for engineering networks． A
priori estimation of the control network positional un-
certainty and posteriori adjustment results show that
the achieved positional accuracy of the control points
is approximately five times higher than the requested
absolute accuracy of the tunnel model． On the largest
tunnel example it was shown that the arbitrary geo-
referencing approach assured that the optimal registra-
tion error size was within the requested limit．
Based on Argüelles-Fraga's study，Javier proposed

the influence analysis of range and angle of terrestrial
laser scanning measurements incidence on tunnel in-
spection in 2014． In this study，a methodology to
build an error model of TLS measurements was sug-
gested．
Simulating errors on the point cloud measured with

a TLS system is possible to analyze the effect of the
errors due to the distance to the object and the angle
of incidence on tunnel inspection． For the maximum
distance recommended for tunnel inspection，the er-
rors are mainly due to the angle of incidence．

Conclusions concerning the influence of the posi-
tion of the scanner on errors were also extracted．
Mostly，the suitable position should be the center of
the tunnel，the error distribution along cross-sections
is homogeneous，and the maximum errors are fewer
than that when the scanner near the tunnel gable ( a
common position in practical situations ) ． When the
scanner is near the tunnel gable，the error distribution
is not homogeneous along the same cross-section and
greater errors would occur on the wall near the scan-
ner，due to the angle of incidence． However，when a
surface is fitted to the point cloud，these inconven-
iences are countered in tunnel inspection due to the
higher density of points on the wall near the scanner．

6 Conclusions

Above synthesis and considerations show that the ter-
restrial laser scanning is increasingly being used for
tunnels，becoming a powerful tool for both construc-
tion and maintenance management． In near future，

the laser scanning will probably be a standard tool for
geologic and geometric analysis for tunnels． As the
technique is also progressing，more accurate and inex-
pensive TLS devices will appear with more extensive
applications． Nevertheless，the huge amount of data
will remain a problem since the computers need to be
more powerful with increasing data acquisition capaci-
ty as it already needs hours to process the data for
some simple applications．

The real challenge is to develop some advanced
methods with more complex image processing algo-
rithms． In most of the current applications，it is nec-
essary to process the scan data with some simple algo-
rithms，ignoring lots of potential information． There
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is the possibility to develop a standard workflow for
the optimal use of the capacities of laser scan instru-
ments． There is still a huge potential to excavate in
tunnel data in the future．
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